Lucknow, Apr 18 (PTI) A unique exhibition addressing the need for sustainable
development as well as the power of an individual to bring about positive change
opened here today.
The exhibition 'Seeds of Hope: Visions of Sustainability, Steps toward Change' was
inaugurated by Director CSIR-National Botanical Research Institute, S K Barik.
In his keynote address, Barik said, "Poverty is that crucial factor that blocks the
spread of peace and social justice. Poverty alleviation is, therefore, the most
important responsibility before us. Each of us should confront this misery head on in
order to establish an interconnectedness with all life. This way we will ensure
sustainable development and peaceful environment management."
Prof Sushil Kumar, Head, Centre for Business Sustainability, Indian Institute of
Management (IIM) Lucknow, appreciated the efforts of Bharat Soka Gakkai in
organising the exhibition which showcases individuals from around the world who
have taken up the challenge to bring about change.
The exhibition emphasised that sustainability was not only about protecting the
environment, but also about ensuring social justice and peace.
The exhibition has been organied by Bharat Soka Gakkai (BSG), the Indian affiliate
of the Soka Gakkai International (SGI), a UN-recognised organisation working for
peace, culture and education.
BSG Chairperson Vishesh Gupta said, "The 'Seeds of Hope' exhibition takes us on a
journey of courage and hope."
The exhibition encourages viewers to overcome feelings of powerlessness and
highlights the fact that a single individual can initiate positive change.

Lucknow: An exhibition highlighting efforts of individuals from around the world who
steered social movements and effected significant change in society is being held in the
city by Bharat Soka Gakkai (BSG), the Indian affiliate of Soka Gakkai International (SGI),
a UN recognised organisation working for peace, culture and education was inaugurated
at La Martiniere Girls College on Tuesday.
Titled 'Seeds of Hope', the exhibition propagates the idea of 'It starts with one'. "We want
visitors to know that great changes can be made by even an individual and we want to
make children sensitive towards environment because nature and human life are interwoven," said Naheed Verma, member of BSG.
he exhibition is divided into three categories. The first few panels have pictures of deteriorating
environment and apprise viewers of how the present scenario is hampering nature. The next
panel showcases eight individuals who took up the challenge to bring change in the society and
have been successful at it.
Looking at the panel of Wangari Maathai, the first woman in East and Central Africa to earn a
doctorate degree and initiate a global movement which led to plantation of over 12 billion trees
throughout Kenya, 18-year old Karan Singh was greatly inspired. "We always say what change can
a single person bring about but after meeting all these people I can say great changes begin with
a single step."
In the subsequent phase of the exhibition, pictures instil a sense of empowerment. Class VII
student Shreya Sharma said, "Looking at what nature is going through and how small steps can
save the day, I am going to follow all the tips to safeguard our mother earth."
The last panel is blank with a simple tree design so that viewers can attach their own statement
of what they will do to save earth.
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Lucknow, April 19 -- A grand exhibition based on the
theme-the need for sustainable development and
individual's role, was organised at La Martinere Girls
School here on Tuesday.
The exhibition 'Seeds of Hope: Visions of sustainability,
steps toward change' was inaugurated by Prof SK Barik,
director CSIR-National Botanical Research Institute,
Lucknow.
In the key address Prof SK Barik said, "Poverty is a crucial
factor that blocks the spread of peace and social justice.
Poverty alleviation is, therefore, the most important
responsibility for us. Each of us should confront this misery
head on in order to establish interconnectedness with all
life. This way we will ensure sustainable development and
peaceful environment management

